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Abstract This article describes an anomalous social space within the field of homelessness
in San Francisco, that of “pro” recyclers, homeless men who spend much of their time
collecting recyclables for redemption. Unlike the panhandlers, broken shelter-dwellers and
small-time hustlers of San Francisco’s Tenderloin and other skid row zones, the recyclers
orient much of their existence around work. By working within a unique economic niche
provided by the state-supported recycling industry, and by drawing on support from
sympathetic residents and advocates, the recyclers create an unusual homeless subculture
which, as they themselves argue, has more than a little in common with the hobo jungles of
the late 19th and early 20th centuries. To interrogate the sociological (and political)
implications of this case study I use Loïc Wacquant’s eloquent manifesto against
sociological “neo-romanticism.” While agreeing with some of Wacquant’s analysis, I argue
that his emphasis on the moralism of contemporary urban ethnographers blinds him to the
very real concerns with morality and ethics among poor people themselves. The recyclers’
concerns with mutual respect and the pleasures of labor represent, I believe, not post hoc
justifications of desperate survival strategies, but a dogged, often passionate collective
effort to create a truly different experience and understanding of homelessness itself.

Keywords Homelessness . Informal economy . Ethnography . Recycling .Work

In what must surely be one of the most widely-discussed book reviews in the history of
American sociology, Loïc Wacquant has made the case that increasing attention to work
and “mainstream” cultural orientation in US ethnographies of poverty represents a new
“neo-romantic” sociology (Wacquant 2002). Where the (“romantic”) ethnographers of the
sixties and seventies enjoyed deviance, he argues, those of today inflate and romanticize
those aspects of the poor—their mainstream aspirations, their law-abiding behavior, and
their conventional morality—which illustrate how similar they are to the putatively less-
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deviant American middle class. This sociological shift of emphasis, says Wacquant,
represents a capitulation to moralistic discourses of poverty promoted by the New Right.
James Q. Wilson (1989, 1995) and Lawrence Mead (1986), are allowed to set the terms of
debate, their castigations of the poor for their lack of discipline, degenerate culture,
predatory behavior, and disastrous parenting countered only by weak pleas that at least
some of the poor are hard-working and “decent,” with the same values and aspirations as
less stigmatized Americans.

Wacquant bases his construct of neo-romantic sociology on a close analysis of three
works, Katherine Newman’s No Shame in My Game (2000), Elijah Anderson’s Code of the
Street (1999), and Mitchell Duneier’s Sidewalk (1999). Most relevant for my purposes are
Wacquant’s criticisms of Sidewalk, a text which emphasizes good citizenship and solidarity
among homeless African-American booksellers in Greenwich Village, and which, in
Wacquant’s argument, exemplifies what he considers the parochial, atheoretical character of
most American ethnography of poverty. In a blistering attack, Wacquant castigates Duneier
for presenting a willfully one-sided picture, full of flattering “Kodak moments” but
deliberately blind to the illegal or otherwise deviant aspects of his informants’ lives
(Wacquant 2002, p.1475). Wacquant extracts Duneier’s statement that his work is motivated
by the underlying question of “whether and how the people I am with are or are not
struggling to live in accordance with standards of ‘moral’ worth” (Wacquant 2002, p.1475),
and counters that this concern with morality becomes projected on the field, leading
Duneier to uncritically accept the booksellers’ claims that they exclusively pursue “worthy
street entrepreneurship.” These stories would seem much less convincing, says Wacquant, if
Duneier examined their lives, means of survival and the social world around them in a more
holistic fashion. Wacquant points to previous research on the subsistence strategies of
homeless people in New York City as “consistently” showing that “there is no separation
between the licit and illicit sectors of street commerce: drug-addicted homeless and poor
people routinely combine intermittent wage labor, odd jobs, pilfering, scavenging, drug
peddling, and prostitution, whatever is at hand to stay afloat” (Wacquant 2002, p. 1477).

Perhaps realizing that this last claim may be itself somewhat of an overreach, given the
relatively small number of existing studies on the question,1 Wacquant pulls back:

It may well be that sidewalk vendors do take up the trade as an “alternative to
stealing” but there is no way of knowing since Duneier also systematically censors
unflattering and deviant behavior that would contradict his contention that they are
engaged in a wholesome enterprise of moral uplift of self and others (Wacquant 2002,
p. 1477).

The question remains. In their search for cigarettes, toothpaste, malt liquor, crack
cocaine, or anything else for which they need cash, do the street homeless see any
meaningful distinction between licit and illicit economic activity? If so, under which
conditions?

Getting by on the street

With the exception of Duneier’s Sidewalk, the literature on homelessness does not offer
much in the way of answers to this question. Studies of how homeless people make money

1 Wacquant references Dordick and Waterston, both valuable and relevant studies, but with only limited
traction on the generalization he makes here.
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are minuscule in comparison to the voluminous social welfare literature concerned with
their pathologies. Yet, along with their daily pursuit of basic shelter, food, and personal
safety, homeless people themselves usually consider getting hold of a little spending money
to be quite crucial. This is no easy task. Every major American city has either abolished or
heavily reduced General Relief (GR) or General Assistance (GA) benefits to able-bodied
adults over the last 20 years, and many homeless people do not receive even these meager
payments (Koegel 1998; Snow et al. 1996; Zlotnick and Robertson 1996).

What is evident is that the large numbers of homeless people left without institutional
support make money in a variety of ways ranging from regular wage labor to petty crime.
Some studies in the 1980s and ‘90s estimated that from one quarter to one half of homeless
individuals performed some kind of wage labor (Hartwell 2000; Rossi 1988; Snow et al.
1996), although there are clearly regional variations, and a more recent study estimated that
13% of the homeless population was regularly working.2 Much of this wage labor is
radically temporary: there are no reliable large-scale figures, but case studies in various
cities have suggested that there is a large overlap between homeless wage earners and day
laborers—many, perhaps most, homeless wage earners seem to work by the day, and many
day laborers are homeless or marginally housed (Esbenshade 2000; Hartwell 2000; Parker
1994; Rossi 1988).3 Outside of legal wage work, homeless survival strategies swarm within
a gray area between illicit and licit, between indubitable criminality and street
entrepreneurialism.

How do homeless people themselves perceive this gray area, and the difference between
these informal survival strategies? Snow, Anderson, Quist, and Crest ventured one plausible
argument, very similar to Wacquant’s own hunches on the subject. They characterized
homeless people as “bricoleurs,” resourceful improvisers who respond to the different
ecological niches in which they find themselves with different “adaptive repertoires” for
acquiring money:

[T]he homeless trade or sell their possessions, peddle illegal goods and services, sell
their plasma, solicit donations from passers-by, scavenge through refuse in search of
usable and saleable items, and steal on occasion....[A]s need and opportunity arises,
he or she combines a number of them into a distinctive repertoire of shadow work...
(Snow et al. 1996).4

My own interpretation is somewhat different. Ethnographic fieldwork across several
different street milieus has persuaded me that a far-reaching set of conditions mold both the
collective meanings given to different kinds of activities and people’s choices of survival
strategies. First, much depends on the local economic opportunities available on both sides
of the licit-illicit line, as well as the way that police and other influential public officials
understand and enforce that line.5 Second, what people do to get money when they are
homeless is much influenced by the character of local street subcultures—while these

2 (US Conference of Mayors 2005) If there has indeed been a decrease, this may be connected to the fast-
growing proportion of women and children among those counted as homeless.
3 Theodore has estimated that at least 50% of the day laborers in Chicago are homeless, which supports
Cook's impressions of the workforce of Labor Ready in San Francisco. (Cook 2002; Theodore 2003)
4 (Snow et al. 1996) In another article, Snow and Anderson do note a small minority of “dumpster divers”
who “pridefully identified themselves in terms of this activity” (Snow and Anderson 1987)
5 I do not examine policing in this article, partly because of insufficient space, but also because I found no
evidence that the San Francisco police were particularly lenient in regard to recycling activities. The “pros”
seem to have developed their self-respecting “licit” occupation despite rather than because of policing
practices in this case.
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subcultures in turn are substantially influenced by the long-term cultural and practical
dispositions of their members. Third, and not least, those on the street are deeply affected
by local understandings of what kinds of people “the homeless” are, and therefore very
aware of how their actions are likely to be interpreted by other people.

This article draws out the local specificity of orientations to shadow work with a case
study of a relatively law-abiding group, not homeless sidewalk vendors, this time, but a
group similar in many respects—homeless men who spend much of their time collecting
recyclables for redemption. Within that above-mentioned “gray area” between wage labor
and criminality, recycling, or “canning” has become one of the most widespread activities.
As I write, thousands of homeless people across the United States are pursuing their regular
routine, collecting bottles and cans from dumpsters, curbside bins, and garbage cans, and
then carrying, pulling, and pushing their loads towards redemption centers and scrap
companies in exchange for a handful of dollars.

This article is based on street ethnography with 26 men in San Francisco: four African-
Americans, 12 whites, seven Latinos, an Asian American, a Native American, and a gypsy.
Most of the men were in their 30s and 40s.6 Twenty of these men were self-described
“pros,” obtaining practically all their money from recycling, while the other six behaved
more like Snow and Anderson’s bricoleurs, mixing casual recycling with stealing, small-
time drug dealing, junk selling or panhandling. As I discuss later in the article, some of the
“pros” had extensive experience as blue-collar workers, but others had followed much more
patchy careers, and several had spent most of their lives working in the illicit economy or
behind bars.

My primary research site was the street—the city’s sidewalks, alleys and homeless
encampments. Here I made the great majority of my connections and spent several hundred
hours with my informants dumpster-diving for bottles and cans and observing other forms
of moneymaking. Here I also shared many of the highs and lows of “downtime,” from
liquor-fuelled singing to comatose nodding, from communal cooking to moments of often
embittered reflection. I also regularly accompanied them to soup kitchens and other local
poverty agencies, as well as emergency rooms, clinics, and welfare offices.

This research stretched across a five-year period, sometimes intense, sometimes in a
holding pattern of quicker check-ins and brief encounters. I have defined my “core sample”
to include those whom I spent a significant amount of sustained contact within their own
space and time, and with whom I maintained some contact over more than a month. There
were 15 more homeless recyclers in San Francisco with whom I regularly visited or talked,
and many more with which I had occasional illuminating conversations. The recycling
project was the first part of a larger-scale ethnography of street homelessness in San
Francisco written up in Sin, Sickness, and the System (2010), and at relevant points below I
draw on this comparative fieldwork.

I found that Snow and Anderson’s description of the unpredictability and constant crisis
of homeless life rang as true in San Francisco as it did in Austin (Snow and Anderson
1993). Yet, like Duneier’s work on New York homeless street vendors, this article
ultimately complicates the bricoleur model of homeless workers, suggesting that it may be
shortsighted to characterize the very different moneymaking projects of homeless people as
“survival” strategies driven by “opportunity” alone. As this account will show,
moneymaking rarely appeared to be the sole purpose of the work. In fact, the more time
and effort that men spent on the job, the less primary appeared their money motive.

6 The men identified themselves in this way. One of the men whom I have called “white” referred to himself
as both white and Native American.
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To the contrary, the San Francisco “pros” used their scavenging work to create a space
for self-respect and solidarity. Investing the work itself with considerable effort and
attention, they remade themselves in the image of the skilled blue-collar worker. The first
part of the article shows how the lively recycling scene opened up by the California “bottle
bill” created a possible economic niche for homeless people looking for casual work. Led
by a handful of ex-soldiers and ex-skilled workers, the recyclers took their project of
becoming (or staying) “working men” far beyond the practicalities of the work routine,
pioneering a geographically and culturally distinct homeless space very different from the
dominant ex-con scene on the street. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, they were able
to find support for their “worker” project within the unusually sympathetic San Franciscan
social milieu. By emphasizing their contact with “suppliers,” the recyclers created a routine
of connection with non-homeless people on the basis of mutual respect and reciprocity.

In the final section of the article I will return to Wacquant’s persuasive manifesto against
sociological “neo-romanticism.” While some elements of Wacquant’s analysis are quite
convincing, his battle against the moralism of contemporary urban ethnographers leads him
to play down very real concerns about moral and ethical positioning among poor people
themselves. Furthermore, the “pros’” pride in their recycling prowess represented, as I will
show, not a post hoc gloss over a “down-and-dirty” desperate survival strategy, but a
discourse well integrated into their daily practice. Neither a desperate grasp of “whatever is
at hand to stay afloat” nor a self-righteous display of deserving poverty, their work
represented a dogged collective effort to remake both the practical experience and the
meaning of homelessness.

The return of the trash pickers

An early morning visit to Bryant Salvage, a Vietnamese-owned recycling business, finds a
multitude of San Francisco’s scavengers converging to sell their findings. Vehicle after
vehicle enters the yard to be weighed on the huge floor scale before dumping its load in the
back; ancient pick-up trucks with wooden walls, carefully loaded laundry carts, rusted old
Cadillacs stuffed to overflow with computer paper, the shopping carts of homeless men, a
1950s ambulance carrying newspaper, and even the occasional gleaming new truck. The
homeless men unload their towers of bottles and cardboard while young Latino van
recyclers shout jokes across them. Middle-aged Vietnamese women in jeans and padded
jackets buzz around on forklifts or push around great tubs full of bottles and cans, stopping
occasionally to help elderly people with their laundry carts. The van recyclers repeatedly
honk their horns at the homeless people to get out of the way. The shopping-cart recyclers,
silently methodical in all their work, ignore them, asserting their own rights to the space.

Over the last 20 years, several American states added redemption taxes to the costs of
beverages, giving an energetic boost to the existing trade in scrap metals and glass, making
available a new source of casual cash. The US recycling industry mushroomed on both the
formal and informal levels, taking the form of a double-tiered system. While larger capital
enterprises moved into reprocessing and import-export, various groups of informal
scavengers took over the task of initial collection and sorting. Trash picking of all kinds
spread out to cover many residential neighborhoods, especially in major cities and their
working-class suburbs.

Pickings are particularly good in California. After the “Bottle Bill,” the 1987 state law
which instituted the redemption scheme, the informal economy in recycling took off fast,
fed by an abundant supply of willing and impoverished victims of economic polarization,
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and an easy climate which makes outdoor work relatively painless all year long.7 By the
mid-1990s, over two thousand recycling centers were each buying between 10 and 25 tons
of recycling per week from a combination of pedestrians and drivers.

The recycling boom coincided with the mushrooming of homelessness in the late 1980s
and early 1990s (Link 1995; US Conference of Mayors 2004), and the homeless recycler
with his shopping cart full of bottles became a stock character in many large cities. So much
did recycling become associated with homelessness, that in a few places nonprofits even set
up their own recycling centers, aiming to provide a convenient service for poor and
homeless redeemers. In California, homeless men moved into recycling in the thousands,
most of them operating around the seven hundred or so recycling centers located in the
bigger California cities; San Francisco, Los Angeles, San Diego, Oakland, and their
working-class satellites.8

In San Francisco, the greatest volume of recycling is brought in by immigrant van
recyclers, known to their competitors in the city’s official recycling company as the
“mosquito fleet.”9 But equally visible, and indeed audible, are the homeless recyclers. In
the central and eastern neighborhoods of the city, the sound of rattling glass can be heard
every five minutes or so from early morning to late evening, and less frequently through the
night. Working hard and fast, they collect bottles, plastic, cardboard, and aluminum cans
from unsorted public and private trash. Making between five and 20 dollars a load, many of
them put in more than 12 hours a day, taking in two or even three loads of 100-200 pounds
each. The 26 recyclers of my “core sample” and my 20 or so other recycling acquaintances
represented only a fraction of at least five hundred other homeless San Franciscans at any
one time making the majority of their income by collecting recyclables, and several
hundred more “casuals” doing recycling as one of a range of moneymaking strategies.10 My
concern in this article is with the self-identified “serious” or “pro” recyclers, rather than the
more bricoleur-like “casuals.”

The typical homeless “pro” recycler was a man between 35 and 50, most often African
American or white, but with a large minority of Latinos. The racial breakdown of recyclers
was therefore not dramatically different from that of the general homeless population,
although there were perhaps more white men and Latinos. Gender, on the other hand, was
extremely skewed. Out of several hundred homeless recyclers on the San Francisco scene, I
only encountered four women.

7 My research with San Franciscans using vans and trucks to recycle suggested that the work was particularly
attractive to immigrants with poor language skills or lack of legal residency, and in some cases to refugees
(mostly Laotians and Cambodians) who could not take official work without losing their refugee status. Most
of the van recyclers cited in the crackdowns of the 1990s were undocumented immigrants.
8 These numbers are based on research by San Francisco Chronicle journalist Kevin Fagan, and my own
interviews with city recycling officials and local recycling companies in 1994-5. See Fagan 1999
9 Latinos and Asian Americans, many of them first generation and undocumented immigrants, use pickups
and small trucks to collect large quantities of cardboard and bottles.
10 This is an extremely conservative estimate, based on several spot surveys of those entering the city's major
recycling plants in from 1995 to 2001. The number of recyclers clearly increased during these years, and my
most thorough survey, taken in 1998, suggested there were at least 850 homeless people making their
primary income from recycling at that time. As those bringing in large loads were usually full-time recyclers,
I used the size of the load to distinguish between the “serious” or “pro” and “casual” recyclers.
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The lack of women in recycling was not surprising given the far greater numbers of men
on the street.11 But just as importantly, the work process itself, as dirty, heavy manual labor
fell unambiguously into commonsense notions of “men’s work.” This assumption was
illustrated most vividly by several homeless women who walked around with their
husbands and boyfriends as they worked, but generally ignored the process of recycling,
rarely even touching the cart, let alone actually jumping into dumpsters and searching
through garbage. While recycling could be made to fit certain masculinities, it seemed to
repulse women with mainstream conceptions of femininity.

The peculiar pleasures of trash picking

Snow and Anderson’s model of the homeless as bricoleurs is a reasonably accurate
description of the way that some homeless San Franciscans get by, yet it fails to capture the
orientation of the “pros” towards the ecological niche of recycling. Far from being jack-of-
all-trades, they saw recycling as their “main gig,” and they threw themselves into their work
with exhilaration, even love. Many welcomed the physical effort, pounding up the hills and
along the sidewalks at great speed, stopping only a few seconds for speedy collection.

11 While shelters now cater to large numbers of women and children, street homelessness remains mostly the
province of men. This divide between “Men on the Streets” and “Women in Their Place” is well described by
Joanne Passaro (1996).

Picture 1 Canner under the 280 Freeway, San Francisco.
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Towards the end of the route, the loads could top 250 pounds, but those in better health
found even the last slog pleasurable in its own way.

“I can kind of lose myself in the effort. You forget everything, and it’s good for your
health, you know, when you really pound the pavement. It’s your body...you realize you are
strong after all. Maybe it’s going to be okay.”12 Hilario, a 23-year-old Mexican immigrant,
was sitting on the grass in a small neighborhood park, explaining the charge he got from
recycling, his pleasure in the work. He was still covered in dirt and sweat from his
morning’s exertions, but he seemed truly at peace for a moment, gesturing at the city
around him as he voiced his cautious optimism. His older friend Anthony teased him for
taking the hills. Little horse, caballito, he called him. But Anthony too, gasping and foul
mouthed, had his own moment of jubilation earlier that morning with his first good find of
the day, 50 beer bottles ready sorted outside an apartment building. “Now we’re rolling,” he
had said. “Watch me now, gonna be my day.” He whistled as he swung his cart back onto
the street with renewed vigor.

The pleasures of this dirty, low status, unprofitable work can only be fully understood in
the context of repression, degradation, and anomie. “Seems like you gotta be down for a
while before you appreciate this recycling gig,” was the way that Derick put it. “Sometimes,
I see someone I know from before, before the street, you know. That can be awkward, but
then I say to myself, if you ain’t here, you ain’t got no idea. Recycling is all right. So I got
my hands dirty. Right, but I didn’t have to deal with any bullshit poverty pimps to get my
money, I’ve got my own, no police, no questions asked, no supervisor, no motherfucking
workfare jacket.”13 Derick, an embittered African-American in his early 30s, fiercely
rejected the welfare bureaucracy with its humiliating “workfare” requirement and prying
questions. He was equally adamant that he was never dealing drugs again. “Jail is not an
option,” he would say.

Thoroughly alienated from the formal economy, Derick experienced recycling as a vital
free space, a narrow line he could walk which freed him from having to deal with either
poverty agencies or low-wage work and yet did not increase his risk of incarceration.

Most of his fellow recyclers were also avoiding a third fate: the humiliation and anomie
of panhandling. Derick, young and strong, claimed that he had never countenanced
panhandling, which he considered the last resort of the broken man, but most homeless men
considered it the first refuge of the down and out. Panhandling was the most obvious
alternative existence, the oft-mentioned “other” to the recycling life. The “pros” knew that
panhandlers on Haight, Grant, Market or Castro street made the same kind of money as
them with far less effort, but they considered that those resorting to panhandling were in a
much worse state than themselves—“If you go on the bum, that’s about as low as you can
go,” said Luther feelingly. They talked only reluctantly of any panhandling experiences of
their own, and while a handful regularly congratulated themselves on their superiority to
“bums,” it was clear that the specter of the supplicant life haunted most of them, either as
memory or as nightmare of what might yet come to pass.

But the “pros” rarely fell in love with recycling straight away. The stink of stale beer and
bone-shaking haulage of the recycling life was an acquired taste, one that started to look
good after more insidious forms of purgatory. As Derick’s comments suggested, most of the
pros had only embraced recycling after being “down for a while,” and, in many cases,
surviving on handouts.

13 Derick was referring to the fluorescent jackets worn by GA recipients when cleaning the streets for their
compulsory “workfare” detail.

12 Translated from Spanish.
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In the interview excerpt below, Willie, a lanky, gravel-voiced white man originally from
Fresno, California, describes a characteristic journey from the ghostly half-life of
panhandling into the sweaty physicality of recycling. Willie was somebody who had
moved relatively slowly towards the street, driven by the combined burdens of a job crisis,
a relationship breakdown, and a hotel fire that destroyed all his possessions and several
hundred dollars in savings. After losing a bartending job, Willie had gone on GA:

Willie [W]: The GA barely covered my rent. I had to get some money for my daily
expenses. So I started panhandling on Market Street, by one of the entrances to
Montgomery BART Station. I didn’t know what else to do. My idea was to panhandle
in the morning then go out looking for work. I wasn’t looking for a hustle. I’m too
old for that. I just figured panhandling was the most honest way, you know; I need
money, I ask people to spare a few pennies.

It wasn’t easy.... You get to hate the people marching past. I was having dreams of
being invisible, really invisible, like I couldn’t see my hand. One dream I had, I was
standing on a big staircase somewhere, and all these people, this whole line of people
I used to know. They came down the stairs past me, and not one of them said a word.
They didn’t even seem to see me.

And then I had to get up and try to find work. Except I had to go back to the hotel and
change my clothes to look for work. It all took time, and I was so down, it was hard
to come into a joint and ask for work. And they didn’t seem like the right kinds of
joints for me. [Willie hesitated, struggling for the right words.] You know how the
city, it’s become so yuppie. Like I’m too old, not educated enough.... Seems like it’s
not good enough to be just a regular guy....In the end I gave up on looking for work,
and I was just sitting out all day panhandling.

Teresa Gowan [TG]: So how did you come to recycling?

W: [Willie was silent for a moment, casting his mind back.] See, I was watching
Julius everyday come past me with this big load. We would say hi. He lived on Sixth
Street [the location of Willie’s SRO hotel] at one time, you know. I realized that he
was having a better time than me, it was that simple. He seemed okay, less depressed
than I was for sure. Then it took a while for me with to get used to the idea of pushing
a shopping cart. Seemed to be like saying, “Look at me, look at this poor homeless
motherfucker.” And I wasn’t even homeless. I still had my room, just.... But what’s
worse than sitting on Market Street begging? So I asked him could I go out with him,
figure out if I could make it work for me.

TG: Did you like it?

W: It was okay, but the money was bad, worse than panhandling. I couldn’t see it,
you’re working all day and it’s hard manual labor, pushing that bone-shaking cart.
You know you should be getting 12, 15 bucks an hour and you’re getting maybe one
or two bucks an hour if you’re really going at it. It wasn’t till I lost my room that I
went back to it. The thing is, it’s real different when you’re homeless. For a start,
you’ve got nowhere to go so you don’t care if you’re working a lot of hours.

It took me a while to realize that. I’m in this mentality of “I’m not gonna work for
nothing.” But with recycling, you’re not working for someone else; you’re working for
yourself, so you don’t have to feel like someone’s getting rich off you. There’s no boss.
No one’s making you do it. OK the money’s not going to do much for you but it’s
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something, and it gives you something to do that’s not just sitting around. I got stronger
than I had been for maybe 10 years, pushing that cart, slinging those bags of bottles. It
kinda hurt my shoulder, but otherwise it was real good for me physically. I started cutting
down on cigarettes, because I needed my lungs for my work, and I wanted to save.

TG: Did you manage to?

W: Not much. But the recycling did get me off the streets. I really think it did. See I
met this buddy of mine back from my Fresno days, and I arranged to stay with him
and his girlfriend and put something towards the rent. So I was recycling and
everyday I’d give them ten bucks. My mentality was so much better, I would go look
for work in the mornings, then do a big load of recycling in the afternoon. And it paid
off, at least for now. I moved with Wayne and Sherry, we got a place in East Oakland
now, got my own room. Things are coming together again, I hope. [Willie resolutely
slapped the wooden bar with his open hand.]

TG: Couldn’t you have stayed with them anyway, if you weren’t recycling?

W: I don’t know. No, I don’t think so. They could see I was doing something for
myself, like I wasn’t going to be just hanging around with a long face, getting wasted.
You know, I had this routine for myself, work times, work gear, it was like I was
working.

TG: You just weren’t making much money.

W: Yeah. But money’s not everything, you know.

With his masculinity rooted in the practices and values of manual work, Willie found the
inactivity and emotion work of panhandling exhausting and soul destroying. Nevertheless,
his initial “take” on recycling was negative—he thought it too dirty, and too badly paid.
Eventually, though, he came to understand this work as a vital means of both economic and
psychic survival.

Snow and Anderson separate primarily verbal “identity work” from the almost purely
opportunistic ways that they see people on the street “getting by,” but Willie’s story shows
that recycling became appealing once he needed it as an “identity resource” as well as a
way of making a little money (Snow and Anderson 1987). On the street, one’s standards
change rapidly, and it is only from within this desperate place that rooting through garbage
and pushing a 200-pound load of bottles on a rickety shopping cart began to seem like a
good way to spend the day. Willie and his peers on the street now gratefully appreciated the
freedom to choose and structure their own activity, the comfort of street entrepreneurs the
world over. Conditions might be rough, but they were at least doing what felt like their
“own thing.”14

The recyclers’ routine

The recyclers spent most of their work hours pushing their loads along, stopping briefly to
check the contents of trashcans and dumpsters. In denser areas with substantial foot traffic
there were more public trashcans, making those neighborhoods attractive to the less

14 As many of those studying labor have pointed out, the accuracy of this perception is highly debatable.
Exploitation can be all the more successful for being hidden.
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dedicated “casuals.” The “pros,” though, ranged out to cover the whole city, from the quiet
residential streets of the Outer Sunset and Richmond districts, fogged in by the Pacific, to
the industrial areas bordering the western shore of the San Francisco Bay. Those who did
most of their work in residential neighborhoods focused on dumpsters behind apartment
buildings (common in San Francisco), as well as street trashcans. As for the other houses,
many of the men would know the pickup days and times for various different streets, and
on the mornings before the garbage trucks came they would take their pick from the blue
recycling bins put out by the residents. Julius had a spiral notebook in which he had written
the garbage pickup schedule of the entire eastern half of the city.

The “pro” recyclers generally sorted their findings as they went, separating plastic, cans,
and different colors of glass into separate plastic sacks tied around the edge of the carts.
(The casuals, on the other hand, were more likely to fill up a shopping cart and maybe one
or two extra bags of unsorted recyclables, and then sort at the recycling company.)

As only a minority of them had anywhere remotely secure to keep their possessions,
many people carried a double load of recycling and their own things; bags, jackets, sleeping
bags, boom boxes, books and magazines. Juan Carlos tied under his cart a great sack of
dumpster-found clothes, which he was hoping to send to his sister in Honduras.

Over the course of a recycling run, the cart swelled into a wide, unstable monster of a
burden, requiring considerable isometric strength to hold on course. Those with two carts
would now be straining forwards against the “train” behind them. If they had not already
done so, they would now swing their carts onto the street, claiming the uncluttered space
they needed to maneuver their loads. At this point, it became more important to plan the
route to the recycling center ahead, avoiding high curbs, uneven ground, hills, and streets
with excessive camber.

The San Francisco “pros” used their work to create a non-criminal, non-supplicant public
role without hiding their homelessness. Rather than skulking in alleys they were proudly
claiming the roadway and forcing cars to make way for them—the bigger the burden, the more
confidently they would hold up traffic. One man would regularly pull a three-cart train for two
miles down Third Street, the main north-south artery on the far east of the city. In the early
morning over-laden carts processed from the downtown area towards the recycling plants to the
southeast, and in the late afternoon car traffic around the plants was often blocked by men
maneuvering “trains” of two or more heavily laden carts, fruits of a second shift.

There were various choices of where to sell recycling in the city. Many of the
supermarkets had small redemption centers, where residents went to sell their aluminum
cans. Among the homeless men, the “casuals” who only brought in a small amount also
tended to go to the supermarkets, as it was not worth their while walking all the way to one
of the recycling companies. With a few exceptions, therefore, the recycling companies
attracted the more “hard-core” “pro” recyclers, as well as all the rickety pickups of the
“mosquito fleet.” This meant that substantial numbers of “pros” frequently converged to
sell their goods in the same places, especially at the beginning and end of the day. As they
sorted their bottles, some would talk about their day’s work, and maybe share a cigarette
after getting their money.

The concentration of several recycling companies in the east of the city had encouraged
over hundred of the “pros” to make their encampments in Dogpatch, an isolated industrial
area between the 280 freeway and the Bay. Even though some of the residents made their
money by thieving, the ethic of the Dogpatch homeless was quite different from that of the
Tenderloin, or “TL,” the city’s central drug market and institutional ghetto. Exploiting the
vulnerability of your neighbors was strictly against the rules, and a cautious courtesy
prevailed which was very different from the hostile fronting and frequent fights on the
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Tenderloin sidewalks. In the camper-van villages along Illinois Street and Mission Rock, in
the concrete caves under the broken pier, and along the tire-strewn “beach” at the end of
23rd Street, strangers were acknowledged, names exchanged, and small kindnesses offered.

“Out here, it’s not like the TL. You can leave your shit, you can wander around, you can
watch the ships.” Jay, a middle-aged white man gestured out towards the camps of his
neighbors and the expanse of the Bay. “You’re not watching your back every moment of
the day and night. I am so goddamn tired of that shit,” he said.

Here the “pros” could find some peace and quiet, and there was more space to stockpile
some of the things they collected. Recycling set the tone of many casual conversations
between acquaintances, whether working or not, shifting the terrain away from the standard
themes among the city’s homeless population: possible property crimes, personal vendettas,
impotent furies. The spatial separation of Dogpatch cemented the alternative character of
the recycling subculture, opening up a discursive space within which their “worker” claim
could feel more real.

Many of the recyclers were heavily addicted to alcohol or drugs, and they quickly spent
their recycling earnings on satisfying their cravings—smoking crack, nodding on heroin, or,
in a minority of cases, drinking themselves into a stupor. This kind of “relaxing,” or
“partying” varied distinctly in character according to the substances used, from the endless
singing parties of Latino drinkers like Javier and Anthony to the low-key, almost wordless
shooting ceremony of Walter and Sam. Although those addicted to heroin or crack cocaine
often expressed the desire to quit, the construction of their “partying” as a complement to
“work” lessened the centrality of drug use as a core identity and organizing principle.

Even heavy crack users like Clarence and Desmond bought and smoked crack only once a
day, gaining a certain sense of control through subordinating themselves to the work routine.

The construction of “partying” after work hours as “natural,” and its normal confinement
to “after hours” made it very different from out-of-control “missions” pursued by some of
my other informants. Valentino and Big Joe, in particular, developed a narrative about drug
use that was much less apocalyptic in character than the standard rehab trope of the addict
as moral adolescent. Here again, we can see how the specificities of the “pros’” subculture
encouraged an unusual degree of self-respect, enabling people to pursue their “worker”
identity in good faith.

Contrary to the wisdom of the professionals they encountered, many of the “pros” did not
consider that their homelessness was due to substance abuse. They would admit that they were
too dependent on drugs, but, like Willie, they also took it as commonsense that what Morris
called “down-and-dirty comfort” was a symptom as much as a cause of extreme poverty.

New hobos

For the “pros”, (unlike the “casuals”) recycling functioned as both primary activity and
central identity. In the process of spending a large proportion of their days on the job, the
men saw themselves as “doing” rather than “hanging,” earners instead of supplicants, and
increasingly referred to themselves by an occupational name, whether “pro,” “recycler,”
“dumpster diver,” or “canner.” Homelessness was still the taken-for-granted master status,
but within the realm of the street, they came to define their lives primarily in relationship to
the work they were doing.

Many of the recycling men sought to give their alternative homeless existence a name
with broader social resonance than “recycler,” “scrapper,” “canner,” or “jack.” As they
struggled to explain the difference they claimed in positive terms, many were drawn to the
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image of the hobo, the penniless migrant worker who rode the rails in the years between
Appomattox and the Second World War. “We’re more like hobos, really,” they would say,
or “We’re doing more of a hobo thing out here.” Over a five-year odyssey across San
Francisco street subcultures, I found references to hobos surfacing again and again, as
recycling men all over the city claimed to be the true inheritors of the hobo dream.

The most passionate of the “new hobos” was Morris, an earnest, rather awkward
African-American with a stammer. As he searched to move beyond individual fallibilities to
understand homelessness in relation to the workings of “the system,” Morris had discovered
a great deal about the old California hobos, their considerable racial diversity, their routes
and occupations, their jargon and the rules of the hobo jungles.15 Morris adopted the hobo
vocabulary for many elements of his life, referring to his camp as his “jungle,” the sheltered
homeless as “mission stiffs,” and the recyclers as “the hobo element.”

“You hear folks talking about hobos; most of it’s BS,” said Morris firmly. “People think
that the hobos were these free spirits, you know, hopping trains, traveling the country,
living rough, the open road, it’s all got the Disney treatment now. Now that was the g-good
times, and I ain’t saying that there wasn’t good times, but you gotta remember, the freedom
had another side, and most of those guys worked very hard, just like we do. A man that
would not work, they would call him a tramp, a yegg. He was no hobo. Hobos, they were
working men, and people forget that. They weren’t bums. In actual fact, they were the ones
that took on the most difficult and dirty work. L-lots of them were black men too....[T]he
lumberjacks, chopping down trees, that was very dangerous. Or m-mining, or working in
the fields. What those Mexicans do now, that was the hobos, the hobos that would follow
the harvests.

“Now you still got some g-guys ride the rails, and they think that they are like the
hobos.” Morris shook his head. “But they ain’t looking for work, more like just tramping. I
say it’s really the recycling guys, we are the true hobo element. We do this hard, dirty work,
we have nothing, but the good side is that we are free. We don’t have to take too much
bullshit.” Morris trailed off, looking down at his hands. Only a couple of weeks before, city
workers had slashed his tent to pieces. “Or maybe, well, it’s not that c-completely,” he
stumbled, “but we know if they give us bullshit that it’s their problem, you know, that they
are full of shit.” Morris found his voice again and looked at me directly. “You know what I
mean? The shame is on them. Anyone can g-go down, these days. It’s like it was in my
granddaddy’s time.”

The other “new hobos” among my informants had neither Morris’ historical knowledge
nor his ambivalence about the romanticization of the hobo life. Claiming to “take no
bullshit,” they saw the hardships and dangers of their street life as the inevitable cost of a
deliberate and principled choice to reject the ignominy of the shelters. “Go to the shelter,
you living around bums all the time, a man loses his self-respect, becomes a bum himself...
Stay out here, do the hobo thing, make your own money, you got a chance to stay strong,”
explained Dobie, another enthusiastic new hobo.

15 Where did this knowledge of hobo lore come from? Most authors writing on the subject considered that
the hobos of the West Coast had more or less died out in the post-war period, with the exception of a few
apple tramps who worked the fruit harvests in the Northwest, described by Douglas Harper (1982). I pursued
the ghostly line of hobos leading to Morris like a detective on a case, determined to uncover a living local
hobo tradition, talking to him repeatedly and grilling other men living near the train lines. Morris had indeed
gleaned some fascinating details from a few encounters with older tramps, but he had learnt more of his
information about hobos from the same sources as myself. He, too, had read Dean Stiff’s The Milk and
Honey Route: A Handbook for Hobos, as well as the more sociological The Hobo by Nels Anderson.
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As I will argue below when I return to Wacquant’s manifesto, the legitimacy which Morris
and the other more politically radical recyclers drew from their work was less about claiming
the status of “deserving poor” within a framework of “Victorian values” than a grounding in
praxis which enabled them to make a stronger, more convincing systemic critique.

Like the “worker” project in general, the “hobo” claim was a collective project. Even
though people more often worked alone than collectively, they seemed to recognize that
their individual claims to strength and self-respect were fed by each other’s efforts, and they
made strong efforts to be generally positive and respectful to other recyclers. While there
were certain resentments over turf, competition was deliberately underplayed by most of the
“pros,” and rarely openly articulated. In fact, the tacit agreement not to create dramas over
turf was one of the only rules holding together their loose, laissez-faire collectivity.

No doubt the lack of vigorous competition was heavily conditioned by the fact that there
was little sense of scarcity. The manageable size and high population density of San
Francisco created a sense of abundance in recyclables. But abundance was not the whole
story. I felt that those with whom I worked closely sometimes made a point of telling each
other stories of good hauls or unusual finds. For example, one day at the yard I listened to
Sam tell Dennis, another white ex-mechanic, a detailed story about how he had found
enough bottles in one spot to load up the entire cart in 15 minutes.

Afterwards, I asked him, “Why did you tell Dennis about the FedEx building. What if he
gets there before you tomorrow?”

“Well, a man like Dennis wouldn’t just take that information and go and clean up ahead
of me,” Sam explained, “I mean, well, he would be embarrassed”.

“How do you know what kind of man he is? Do you know him well?”
“I don’t know. Sometimes we sit together at the nuns’. He’s an okay fella. Used to be a

welder at Del Buenos’ [a local bump shop].”
“So those other guys that were down at Bryant Salvage, you wouldn’t have told them

about the FedEx haul?”
“Nah, I guess not. But I’ve got nothing against them. There’s enough out there for all of us.”
Unlike some of the other “new hobos,” Sam never explicitly defined the collectivity as a

cross-racial one. But although he did not offer his African-American fellow-recyclers the same
easy trust that graced his interactions with Dennis, he did give them considerable credit just for
being “serious” recyclers, a credit he certainly did not extend to non-recycling homeless “bums”
of any race. The work of Clarence, an African-American ex-soldier who brought in some of the
biggest loads, inspired Sam to demonstrate uncharacteristic enthusiasm.

“You should check out Clarence’s wagon,” he told me. “That fella knows what he’s
doing. He’s strong, but he’s smart too. You won’t see a better set-up in this city.”

As Willie’s account suggests, the generosity and “benefit of the doubt” given to new
recyclers could have a profound effect on people who felt they had “hit rock bottom.”

“It blew me away,” said Dennis. “First time I went out, I was wandering around, picking
up all the wrong kinds of shit, you know, like wine bottles,16 and I ran into Anton. Didn’t
know nothing about me, but he showed me—well, everything—the whole deal. Ya know,
when people’s ripping you off, picking fights, and you’re so sick and tired you’re ready to
blow, and then woah! Suddenly you get treated like a man again. Jesus Christ! It makes one
hell of a difference.”

16 Wine bottles didn't bring in a redemption fee so were not officially accepted at the recycling plants.
However, those bringing in big loads could successfully mix in some wine bottles or pieces of glass from
broken lamps or dishes.
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The most fragile point of the “worker” project of the new hobos was the fact that most of
them were addicted to illegal drugs or alcohol. There was always the danger that, despite all
their efforts, the stigma attached to them as homeless addicts would contaminate or undermine
their efforts to create a sense of self-respect through work. In other words, the “means” of
recycling was likely to be overshadowed by the shameful “end” of drug use. Some of the drug-
using “pros” explicitly resisted this kind of interpretation, denying that substance abuse should
define either their current situation or how they got there. They admitted that they were too
dependent on drugs, but, like Willie, they also took it as commonsense that what Morris helped
them rationalize as “down-and-dirty comfort” was a symptom as much as a cause of extreme
poverty. Instead, their stories of decline were more complex, often involving a toxic cocktail of
intersecting problems with work, relationship, housing, and drugging, as we saw in Willie’s
account. These more complex narratives of decline drew support from the evidence that not
all of the group were heavily addicted. The drug users gave extreme respect to known “clean”
recyclers like Dobie, Julius, Morris, and Hilario, not explicitly for being non-addicts, but for
the quality of their work. I didn’t see much difference in loads or earnings between these four

Picture 2 Bike-Wagon, 24th Street, San Francisco.
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and men like Sam and Clarence, and it seemed to me that this approval was an expression of
gratitude for what the “clean” recyclers represented on a symbolic level. Surely their
companions on the street were aware that the existence of such colleagues disproved the
“sick-talking” slurs of those drug counselors and outreach workers who saw them as merely
hopeless addicts involved in compulsive behavior.

Also very helpful in cementing the “worker” language were the recent immigrants from
Latin America, mostly always-poor men relatively unaffected by the stigma attached to
both homelessness and garbage in the United States. Javier, for example, had grown up near
a Mexico City dump, where many people from his neighborhood made a precarious living
from scavenging. The recent Latino immigrants’ attachment to the “worker” model was
often completely taken-for-granted, uncontaminated by internalized stigma, and they
unconsciously reinforced the more tentative claims of their colleagues.

As I said at the beginning, the character of the different homeless subcultures I have studied
seemed to be to some extent shaped by the life experiences and cultural orientations men and
women brought to the street. Many of those identifying as “pros” or “new hobos” had at some
point held blue-collar jobs with a modicum of skill—they had been truck drivers, soldiers,
mechanics, lumberjacks, cooks, carpenters, welders, municipal dogcatchers—and they
resurrected these old work identities on the street. However the subculture definitely exercised
its own considerable power, regardless of the background of its members. Sometimes recycling
itself would transform a man’s attitude to work altogether. Spike, a hippie ex-con who had spent
most of his adult life stealing from cars and dealing marijuana, one day amazed me with an
eloquent meditation on the pleasures of his recycling work resonant of both the “Solid Joys and
Lasting Pleasures” so beloved of northern Protestants and the discussion of unalienated labor in
Marx’s Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts.17

“I know this sounds weird,” he mused, “but I am happier doing this shit than I have been
in years. You get such a sense of achievement out of it. Set off in the morning with nothing,
then you find all this cool stuff, and people even appreciate what you’re doing half the time.
It’s like I get high from it, a real buzz. But it is a buzz that lasts, not some quick high. It puts
me in a good mellow mood all day, especially when the weather is good....I’m starting to
see what I’ve been missing out on in my life. I always thought that I hated work, because I
hated the fucking supervisors. So now I’m seeing that it’s not the work I hate. Not all work
anyway. In fact, I’m a damn good worker, in my own way.” Without his close contact with
Clarence and other Dogpatch recyclers, Spike might never have come to define recycling as
“work” at all. As I was to find in a comparison study in St. Louis, plenty of people in other
places saw it as a low-risk (and very low-status) form of theft.

Reading my fieldnotes on this conversation in the light of Wacquant’s critique of neo-
romanticism I am struck by the grounded, practical character of Spike’s comments. Like
most of the talk about the benefits of recycling, Spike emphasizes the physical and
psychological healthiness of the work more than its moral superiority. In particular, many
talked about how it kept them from getting drawn into heavier drug use.

I saw some evidence for this claim in the sad decline of Javier. After a couple of years of
recycling, Javier wrenched his knee jumping out of a dumpster. The appetite for crack he
had developed since hitting the San Francisco streets now became more and more of an
irritant, and he seemed to feel in need of drink to put up with the humiliation of

17 “Solid joys and lasting pleasures” is a line from the famous 18th -century hymn “Glorious Things of Thee
Are Spoken” (John Newton 1779). For two centuries these words have been quoted by preachers exhorting
their congregations to avoid easy pleasures and turn to the joys only accessible to the industrious.
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panhandling from fellow Mexicans. (As an undocumented immigrant, Javier was frightened
to venture outside of the Latino neighborhoods, concerned he would be snatched by la
migra.18) His former acquaintances among the recyclers were shocked at his quick
degeneration into a “bum.” The most deeply affected was Anthony, the oldest of the
immigrant men. Anthony had been on the streets for eight years, learning much about
stigma and despair. He had much enjoyed the company of the younger, more optimistic
Javier, and he was devastated by his friend’s decline. I asked Anthony if he thought what
happened to Javier could happen to Anthony himself. “I don’t know. Could happen to a lot
of people. You lose your hope, you know.... But you know, I think, I hope, I’m stronger
than that. Or maybe I just have too much shame. It’s too shaming to me, the begging; I
can’t deal with that.” Anthony, not one for much street bluster, was hesitant. Having already
slipped so far down the social status ladder he knew better than to be sure he would not fall
further.

Ultimately Anthony explained Javier’s transformation not by moral evaluation but by
talking about the death of forward-moving time for those caught in structure-less,
stigmatized limbo. “See that’s what happens when you don’t keep going at something,”
he said. “You lose heart, and you lose that sense of getting through the days, that’s the worst
thing. You have to be able to get through the days or time stops. Then you’re fucked really,
because how can you think you will get off the street if your time is dragging so slow.
That’s when you become a real bum, I don’t mean that to be cruel, you know, but to me
that’s the difference between someone who happens to be homeless and someone who is a
bum. They have just given up trying, they’re not really trying to live anymore....With us
recyclers, it’s different; at least you’re doing something, and you can live with yourself.
You can be okay with yourself.”

Like the survivors of Nazi labor camps, Anthony and Javier’s other former buddies among
the “pros” had learned to abandon companions in freefall, seeing all too clearly the hand of
death. Within a year of this conversation, Javier had drunk himself to his final resting place.

Neighborhood effects

The previous section showed some of the ways that my informants used their recycling
work to take on an identity as a “new hobo” or “honest workingman.” This project
nevertheless required some help from others.

If they had found no confirmation from people outside their own ranks I wonder if it
would have been possible to sustain their self-respecting self-image. But as it was, they
regularly connected with sympathetic residents and workers in neighborhood businesses in
their search for empty bottles and cans. The friendly treatment they received from both
regular suppliers and random donors made it feasible to interpret the transaction as either an
exchange, or service, but certainly not in any way a handout. While the residents were
physically exchanging something for nothing, the “pros” claimed with some justification to
offer a useful service. Certainly in the neighborhoods most heavily covered by recyclers,
there was never any need to wait for the weekly municipal recycling run.

The “pros” talked up a storm about the importance of routinized relationships with
suppliers. “That’s what this business is all about,” they would say, “finding and keeping
your suppliers.” Some even called the bars and restaurants they regularly stopped at their

18 La migra is the colloquial name for the US Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS).
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“accounts.” Others framed their visits in terms of obligation, explaining that they needed to
keep to their “schedules” or their “patrols.”

If this was solely an interviewing project, I would not have had the means to question
this common wisdom, but my experience working with the “pros” eventually persuaded me
that cultivating relationships with “suppliers” served almost no economic function. Even
business “suppliers” were not usually particularly worth cultivating. The reality was that
workers at many bars and restaurants were willing to give recycling to the first person to
ask at a convenient time, but very few of the businesses we visited actually kept their
bottles for any specific recycler, so most of our visits were fruitless.19 We made far more
money from those larger establishments where we could go around the back and get the
recycling ourselves without contact with workers.

The resident suppliers were more reliable, but no more economically important. Most of
these were childless white or African-American apartment dwellers with only a few bottles
to offer.20 They seemed to be somewhat more loyal to “their recycler” than were the
businesses, although often not there when their street buddies came around. When they
were in, they would usually invite the recycler into their apartments, chatting about the
weather, the news, local politics, or sport. After a few social niceties, the recycler would
leave with maybe eight beer bottles and a few cans, less than a dollar’s worth of recycling,
in other words.

Once I realized that the “suppliers” actually supplied only a small fraction of recyclables,
I wondered if visits to suppliers represented a subtle form of panhandling. Were they getting
vital handouts from their suppliers, I wondered, even when bottles were in short supply?
The answer seemed to be no. The issue of money rarely came up, and many of them would
not even accept gifts of food.

To the contrary, the participants explicitly treated the transaction as an exchange, with
each thanking the other for his or her role. It seemed to be a great relief for everyone
concerned to feel genuinely useful. Recyclers often tried to increase their own contributions
within these precious gift relationships. Clarence would help students clean up after parties
in exchange for bottles and cans, while Morris sometimes took out the garbage for a
supplier sick with AIDS. Sam and Walter gave competent advice on car problems and
plumbing to clueless young bohemians.

These symbolic and social aspects of the relationships were ultimately far more important
than either material gain or convenience.21 The recyclers pushed themselves to make
relationships with suppliers because they desired or indeed desperately needed social
connection outside their own degraded social strata. They could enter residents’ private space
as neither supplicant nor marauder, and during these brief encounters they could talk about
sports, city politics or car maintenance, re-entering the public sphere as “regular guys.”

20 Working-class families, on the contrary, tended to make their own trips to the small recycling operations
on supermarket lots, pushing wire laundry carts stacked high with tightly packed bottles and cans. Many
Latino and Asian-American people said that they regularly collected the recycling for their whole building,
and that they would request their neighbors and relatives not to put out valuable bottles and cans. On the
other hand, Latino businesses were much more likely to give recycling to Latino recyclers.
21 Lankenau's study of Washington DC panhandlers concludes similarly that contact with regular donors is
vital for the resistance of stigma and non-personhood. (Lankenau 1999)

19 The situation was rather different for recyclers with vans or trucks. While most Anglo-run businesses
seemed indifferent to the question of who was going to gain money from their recycling, immigrant-run
businesses showed substantial evidence of ethnic enclaves. Many Latino-run bars and restaurants would have
exclusive relationships with particular Latino van recyclers, and Chinese-run establishments tended to save
their recycling for their own relatives or friends.
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The validation they received from their relationships with the residents gave the
recyclers the sense of being public servants, or at least good citizens, rather than despised or
feared outcasts. Without this recognition (tacit or spoken) from other residents of the value
of their work, they would have found it much harder to shout back when people
complained of the noise, or to generally assert themselves in neighborhood spaces as
workers rather than public nuisances.

New hobos or neo-romantic fantasy?

The recyclers’ claim of good citizenship is a good point at which to return to Wacquant’s
“Scrutinizing the Street.” What might Wacquant make of the “good worker” claims of Sam,
Clarence, and Walter, I wonder? In relation to Sidewalk, he asks skeptically “Why does
Duneier swallow whole the sing-song claim of his subjects that they “made a conscious
decision to ‘respect’ society by scavenging trash or panhandling (instead of breaking into
cars or selling drugs)?” Could not the same criticisms be made of the above account?

There is not time here to go into every detail of the critique of Sidewalk. To do so would
probably be counter-productive. There seems little point in reviving an acrimonious tussle
over details, one that has obscured as much as illuminated the dilemmas facing
ethnographers of poverty. Rather than “defending” Sidewalk, (a highly successful text
hardly in need of my efforts), my project here is to examine Wacquant’s passionate
castigation of “neo-romantic” sociology as it relates to my own work with the recyclers.

Leaving aside the hyperbolic flourishes of Wacquant’s essay, three central elements of
his critique stand out.

1. Contemporary ethnographers of poverty have disproportionately focused on the most
acceptable faces of poverty, seeking to “spotlight the deeds of the worthy poor, exalt
their striving, strength and creativity, and emphasize success stories…”

2. Once choosing these relatively “deserving” informants, they have neglected to look at their
lives in a holistic manner, turning a blind eye to illegal and antisocial aspects of their lives.

3. Third, they have failed to theorize the condition of their informants in relation to
institutional racism and neoliberal social policy. Neglecting close analysis of “social
movements, politics or the state” they offer up “marginal and non-replicable” success
stories based on “individual- and local-level remedies” (Wacquant 2002, pp. 1521, 1527).

I will address these propositions one by one. Regarding the first, Wacquant is probably
right that ethnographies of poverty have changed in focus over the last 20 years. As the
political movement to reduce welfare transfers and institute harsher sentencing gained
momentum during the 1980s and 1990s, ethnographers and other qualitative researchers
became more fearful than ever that unflattering descriptions of the lives of poor Americans
would lead to “blaming the victim” and only reinforce the popular concept of a depraved,
self-reproducing “underclass.”22 Scholars self-consciously developed research designs more
likely to produce relatively positive portrayals of the less deviant segments of the poor

22 The Moynihan report's focus on the supposedly dysfunctional “matriarchal” black family created a
particularly strong backlash, and most qualitative studies of the black family in the ensuing years followed Carol
Stack's in seeing vital and strongly reciprocal forms of community among African-American women. It was
probably no coincidence that No More Kin, which argued that Stack's findings no longer held by the 1990 s,
was written not by an ethnographer but by a quantitative sociologist using survey data (Roschelle 1997).
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population,23 whether defined as the (black) “working poor” of Stoller or Newman, or the
struggling parents of Edin and Lein, Berrick, and Kaplan (Berrick 1995; Duneier 1992,
1999; Edin and Lein 1997; Kaplan 1997; Newman 2000; Stoller 1996).

Whether the number of studies produced is indeed so disproportionate in relation to their
objects is more questionable. Many would counter that the opposite is true; that
ethnographers had long paid far too much attention to exotic deviance to the neglect of
more mundane forms of deprivation. However, it is difficult to make a convincing case that
any area of social life is or is not worthy of study. The more serious question raised by
Wacquant is surely about how we study poverty rather than about which groups we should
or should not research.

Here I do indeed feel that I should plead guilty, for I cannot deny that on some level I was
drawn to the potential for making positive images of these destitute men. I did not consciously
formulate the project in this way, but my first year’s fieldnotes definitely underplay the more
unsavory elements of the homeless scene.24 I was slow to open up the subject of drinking and
drugging, in particular, even when it directly related to the practice of recycling.

This disposition did change, however, and fairly rapidly. This is not the place to tell the
tale of my journey into discourse analysis, but suffice it to say that my growing awareness
of street-level conflicts about the meaning of homelessness helped me to get a necessary
analytical distance from the various moral claims made about different street activities. I
started to build a picture of how different discourses about homelessness were connected to
different means of survival, and how in turn these means of survival became symbolically
opposed within particular spaces and street subcultures. I also saw that the recycling itself
could be interpreted in radically different ways. My later comparative research in St. Louis,
Missouri, for example (Gowan 2002, 2010), found no reflection of the “workerist” project
of the San Franciscans. While the same economic niche existed, far fewer men were
attracted to the recycling life. Those who did spend their lives recycling remained trapped
under the stern eye of the moral discourse on poverty, their work only “another hustle,”
another source of shame.

Wacquant’s second, related, criticism of Sidewalk is that Duneier accepts the moral
claims of his informants on face value, failing to keep an eye open for deviant behavior, and
therefore that he probably overstates the extent to which they avoid criminal activities.
There are two aspects to this part of Wacquant’s argument; the first that the “neo-romantic”
ethnographers of the deserving poor demonstrate willful blindness, and a second, less
directly articulated argument that the very poor are unlikely to be either truthful or
genuinely attached to mainstream morality.

To first address the fallibility of the ethnographer, Wacquant’s own interpretation is that
Duneier and other neo-romantics want to believe the stories of their informants because
they desire to promote sentimental images of an honorable, hard-working poor. Duneier, he
says, believes the “sing-song claim” of his informants because he wants to. What the
sidewalk sellers tell him “resonates with the Victorian trope that informs public stereotypes
of the urban (black) poor...as well as with his own conception of the social world as a stage
for the affirmation of moral valor. The narrative of “men motivating one another to try to

23 An example is Jay McLeod's best-selling ethnography Ain't No Makin It, which compares a relatively
“respectable” group of African-American and black immigrant youth with a more delinquent set of young whites.
24 My photography teacher Gilles Peress pointed out similar “rose-colored spectacles” in my field
photographs, prompting a parallel transition. I gradually moved from making portraits with something of a
1930s (FSA) feel to producing images with a stronger emphasis on process and detail.
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live ‘better’ lives” is one he could readily hear and record in the field, because he brought it
there with him” (Wacquant 2002, p. 1481).

This kind of desire to see moral worth leads the neo-romantic ethnographer to walk
blinkered into the field, continues Wacquant. And indeed it is hard not to agree that
Duneier’s decision not to explore the illegal or antisocial aspects of his subjects’ lives takes
something away from his argument that they are living “decent” lives and promoting values
of honesty, hard work, and self-help. Could the same criticisms be made of my own claim
that the recyclers create an “honorable” occupation and a community of trust? Again, my
early fieldwork did indeed focus on the least disreputable ingredients of my informants’
lives, although the argument I made focused more on their work as a response to stigma
than as a sign of moral legitimacy. However, time will tell, and the wonderful thing about
ethnography is that true immersion in the time and space of the informants creates heavy
wear on whatever idealistic constructs one brings to the field. Sure, we still create an
intensely partial picture, but utter delusion about basic facts of life becomes hard to sustain.
The interracial community of trust among the recyclers and other Dogpatch residents was
certainly fragile, but it existed. Julius did help Willie learn the trade, as Anton had helped
Clarence five years earlier. Sam might occasionally steal his colleague and neighbor
Walter’s cookies, but he also carefully guarded Walter’s things for several weeks while
Walter was in hospital, even though this was well before they became close buddies.

What interests me most in this second critique, though, is what Wacquant suggests about
the unreliability of impoverished informants. Underlying his critique of Duneier is a
profound skepticism about the worth of the Sidewalk informants’ accounts. Hungry for
evidence of “decent” values, says Wacquant, Duneier “takes the statements of his
informants at face value and conflates “vocabularies of motives” with social mechanisms,
the reasons invoked by vendors to make sense of their actions with the causes that actually
govern them” (Wacquant 2002, p.1481). Here some heavy-handed determinism comes to
the surface. Yes, “vocabularies of motives” and action should be analytically separate, but
Wacquant’s scathing dismissal of Duneier’s “Kodak moments,” reacts much too far in the
opposite direction. Why is he so insistent that there must be an insurmountable gap between
the Sidewalk informants’ speech and their actions? Is the implication that homeless people
must be so desperate for day-to-day survival that they operate in a pure “hand-to-mouth”
state, one within which any claims about ethical motivation are likely to be opportunistic
waffle and hubris? This suggests an exaggerated version of the bricoleur character
portrayed by Snow et al., and is certainly worlds apart from the empathy and nuance with
which Wacquant delineates his own informants.

For my part, I saw plenty of both sketchy moralism and stripped-down survivalism in
the course of my fieldwork, but I would argue that the recyclers’ upbeat evaluation of their
work represented neither of these. In his irritation with “positive images” and “sing-song
claims” Wacquant glosses over important information in Duneier’s account, as well as in
Anderson and Newman’s books. To put it simply, he is so attentive to the overweening
moralism of the neo-romantics that he attributes to them an exaggerated ability to shape
their fields.

Why on earth should we believe that concerns about personal honor, decency, and even
good citizenship among the very poor must be a middle-class import? The resurgent
moralism of the New Right may have wrought some changes of direction among
sociologists and other liberal intellectuals, but it has surely found even more fertile ground
in the homes, churches, and taverns of poor and working-class Americans. Contemporary
hegemonic evocations of poverty as a realm of bad choices and lost souls make only too
much sense to those steeped in the morally-charged (if schizophrenic) semiotics of
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evangelical Christianity or the “true”-crime television show COPS. It is entirely plausible
that the book vendors of Greenwich Village were indeed just as concerned with morality as
Duneier himself. Duneier’s mistake is not that he highlights the vendors’ moral claims, but
that he tends to treat them as transparent rather than as forms of self-presentation within a
broader discursive context. To understand these narratives as discursive, however, does not
reduce them to “sing-song claims” with no practical validity.

Like the homeless book and magazine vendors in Duneier’s Sidewalk, many of the
recyclers talked about their work as a moral enterprise as well as an economic one. They
claimed to maintain the safety and tidiness of the neighborhood by picking up loose glass
bottles, and regularly made the case to each other, residents, and myself that they were
choosing honest work over dishonest hustles.

How should we understand this discourse? You certainly could read such comments as a
re-articulation of the line between “street” and “straight,” between the sinful underclass and
decent society. Perhaps the hard-working, comparatively self-sufficient, “no-BS” recyclers
were ultimately reinforcing moral discourses on homelessness by constructing themselves
as a “decent” minority among the morally dubious hustlers, dealers, and panhandlers of San
Francisco street life?

After working alongside these men, though, I maintain that this is not a useful way of
understanding the life-world created by the “pro” recyclers. First, it is unsurprising that the

Picture 3 Crossing Van Ness Avenue, San Francisco.
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recyclers tended to construct their physical labor as a sign of moral capital. Of course
homeless people struggle to see themselves as ethical subjects. Indeed the extreme stigma
attached to homelessness means that homeless identity work is bound to be heavy-laden
with moral interrogation (Snow and Anderson 1987). However, over time it became
apparent that the “decent” morality espoused by some of the “pros” was by no means a
reflection of neoliberal discourse or “traditional” values. Yes, more conservative men like
Sam were among the most strenuous workers, yet striking performances of physical labor
were by no means confined to those setting themselves up as the “decent” or “deserving”
poor. Derick, for example, saw no contradiction between his dedication to recycling and his
disgust with the political system. Sloping along the empty sidewalks of outer SoMa with his
huge load, he muttered angrily to the strain of Run DMC buzzing through his Walkman,
his vigorous labor only seeming to energize him for his rants against the local power
structure. “And they say we a menace to society,” he liked to say. “Fucking politicians,
motherfucking yuppie corporation assholes. They the problem.” Similarly, pothead Spike
and light-fingered Valentino would have been highly amused to be read as embodying
Victorian values. Even as Spike embraced and articulated the “solid joys and lasting
pleasures” of the work ethic, he was distributing (radical queer) ACT UP SF manifestos
from his cart. Indeed, the boost in morale he experienced from recycling seemed to give
him energy for systemic critique.

The Right has no monopoly on morality tales, and the valorization of hard manual labor
within Anglo-American culture goes far beyond the castigations of the idle poor by
Victorian elites and their contemporary descendants. Its roots stretch just as deep in the
Marxist tradition and the labor movement. Even the radical anarchists of the IWW (the
union of the hobos, among others) celebrated the laboring feats of the muscular male
worker, and drew their sense of legitimacy as a universal class from their contribution to the
American economy (DePastino 2002; Foner 1965).

Similarly, the left-liberal discourse on homelessness established in the early 1980s also
contains its own moral scenario, one of “ordinary Americans” abandoned by employers,
displaced by yuppie gentrifiers, and hounded in the streets. And indeed this story, strongly
articulated in San Francisco by the Coalition on Homelessness, surfaced regularly in the
encampment of the “pros”. In order to really believe in such a touchstone narrative, the
“pros” needed to prove to themselves that they were, as Morris put it on a memorable
occasion, “men, not dogs”-people with certain basic moral standards of honesty and
consideration towards others, with a capacity for give-and-take and acts of generosity. Such
a project has no necessary connection with the puritanical and individualistic “Victorian
values” Wacquant excoriates. To the contrary, it is only on the basis of self-respect and trust
that sustained collective action is possible.

Wacquant criticizes Elijah Andersen for sorting the fluid and flexible cultural
orientations of the African-American ghetto into overly dichotomized and static codes—
“street” versus “decent.” But the disconnect between “vocabularies of motive” and “real”
causes of action that Wacquant himself suggests (in relation to Duneier’s informants) is an
equally problematic dichotomy. The ethic of the recyclers was indeed neither a static “code”
nor a rationalizing “vocabulary of motive.” It was instead a flexible orientation—drawn on
in different ways by different men in different conditions—and one that made sense
because it tied them into a day-to-day practice that they found healthier for body and soul
than the alternatives.

The most interesting way of examining their ethical claims, I maintain, is less to evaluate
their precise truth, than to understand the conditions, material and discursive, under which
these ragged outcasts could see themselves as more than “mad” or “bad.” For example, if
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we return to Anthony’s comments about time, we can see that while he draws on the work
ethic to protect his sense of self from the stigma of “bum,” his argument is subtler than a
simple claim to be on the side of the deserving poor. Without sufficient action and structure,
he says, you lose the forward momentum of time and it becomes impossible to see beyond
the endlessly dragging tableaux of the street scene. In this situation, all sorts of people can
become “bums.” It is not so much that he and the other “pros” choose recycling because
they are “not bums,” but that recycling is one of the few ways that it becomes possible for
people in their situation to not be a bum.

Similarly Spike was converted to being “a damn good worker” because it enabled him to
maintain a substantial distance from both the aggression of Tenderloin street life and the
exhausting and demeaning process of dealing with poverty-management agencies. Most of
all, he liked recycling in particular because it was unsupervised, creative, and something he
and Valentino felt that they had chosen to do. It was only in the context of these elements of
autonomy that life-long rebels like him found the “work” aspect so liberating.

The third (and last) part of Wacquant’s critique that I want to address sets up the toughest
challenge yet. Those of us working “on the ground” with the struggling or destitute jetsam
thrown off by the collapsing semi-welfare state cannot but be troubled by his complaint that
neo-romantic ethnographers “fail to theorize the condition of their informants in relation to
institutional racism and neoliberal social policy,” instead offering only feel-good stories
about survival against the odds.

Wacquant attributes the failures he sees to “unthinking parochialism...in particular the
national bias toward moral issues and away from class, power, and the state.” But even if
we are indeed willing and eager to situate ethnographic studies within the broader political,
economic, and social context, we face substantial methodological disadvantages. With an
intimate focus on the texture of “on-the-ground” social life, ethnography necessarily pulls
people’s behavior to the foreground. At the same time, the ground-level, face-to face nature
of the research makes it tricky to “extend” our observations outwards into the concrete
workings of the system.25 It is therefore no accident that the bulk of Anglo-American
ethnographies extending into the political economy have been studies at the point of
exploitation—the workplace.

But for the native-born poor, at least, sufferings caused by economic and spatial
displacement and abandonment have risen to overshadow old-fashioned exploitation. There
is both literally and metaphorically no place for them in the new order. In this context,
ethnographers trying to extend their cases “upwards” into “neoliberal social policy” have to
struggle for clear threads of immediate contact. Ethnographic studies of our sprawling
domestic penal colonies are badly hampered by lack of good access. Institutions managing
the homeless are in some cases easier to study. It is not surprising that two of the most
successful extended case studies of homelessness in recent years—Weinberg’s Of Others
Outside (2005) and Lyon-Callo’s Inequality, Poverty, and Neoliberal Governance (2004)—
have been conducted within the sheltering and “transitional housing” agencies, the key
point at which “the system” and the excluded poor actually come together.

Outside jails, schools, shelters, and other frontline institutions, it is even harder to follow
clear upward threads. Wacquant's own work illustrates this difficulty. His own ethnography

25 Ethnographers themselves have endlessly disputed the question of their true mission–whether
ethnographers should content themselves with detailed analysis of the small-scale site, or whether they
should mobilize their fieldwork as a window on the intimate workings of the wider society. (Burawoy et al.
2000; Denzin 1997; Fine 2003; Katz 2001; Katz 2002)
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Body and Soul, quite brilliant in its elaboration of the formation of the boxing habitus, is less
successful as an attempt to reconceptualize the structure and functioning of Chicago’s black
ghetto in post-Keynesian America (Wacquant 2004). From the ghetto gym floor (or the
encampments of Dogpatch) the concrete forces structuring everyday life are only
intermittently and vaguely visible. Indeed it is to macro-sociological synthesis, not
ethnography, that Wacquant has turned in his series of works on the "surrogate" or "judicial"
ghetto constituted by punitive neoliberalism (Wacquant 2001, 2008a, 2008b, 2008c).

So yes, those of us working in the degraded, often displaced spaces outside should
certainly follow whatever tenuous experiential threads we can find which will clarify the
dynamic between the individual and the political economy, but our methodology will often
limit rich empirical evidence about these relationships, leaving us with an awkward gap
between what we know to be relevant “context” and the marginal lifeways in which we are
immersed. This ethnographic disconnect creates even more difficulties once it comes to
publication. Within the current zeitgeist, structural analyses of poverty sound a dissonant
note against hegemonic discourses of individual dysfunction. Rich descriptions of
stigmatized groups are liable to be taken out of context and used against their subjects as
evidence of cultural degradation or psychological damage, regardless of the nuances of the
writer’s own analysis, while his or her efforts to integrate structural analysis will be seen as
unconvincing due to lack of statistically significant sound bites.26

Despite these obstacles, I do think that Wacquant is right that we should keep our eyes
on the prize. His accusation that “neo-romantic” production of “positive images”
necessarily represents “collaboration” with the neoliberal state may be an exaggeration,
but it does give us a rousing wake-up call, which I for one find welcome. We do need to be
very cautious about getting caught up in arguments for the “deserving” character of the
poor population, and instead to try at every turn to deflect this kind of debate into more
holistic inquiry. This means striving to understand and show both how structural forces
(including cultural structures such as the deserving/undeserving dichotomy itself) constrain
the possible means of survival of the poor, and how those means of survival in turn
reinforce or inhibit different ethical or political orientations.

The contemporary combination of unpromising labor market possibilities and a radically
reduced provision of cash transfers and housing subsidies has squeezed many poor
Americans into criminality, notably drug dealing. Among the street homeless, options are
far slimmer. In this context, the recycling case study is not a celebration of “decency” in
unlikely places, but an illumination of the process whereby a specific configuration of
urban space, political culture and recycling policy enabled a bearable way of life to flourish.
Without these rather anomalous conditions, the San Francisco “new hobos” would not have
been able to build a lifeworld geographically, discursively, and practically apart from the
profound anomie of skid row.

Engaged scholars should indeed continue to demand that the state redress the suffering
of the more vulnerable strata of our societies, but during times of radical disinvestment in
the “social,” such activism is going to be limited in its effects. The contemporary economic
crisis may offer something more of an opening—sympathy towards the poor often expands

26 A typical example is the New York Times review of Bourgois's In Search of Respect. Richard Bernstein
praises Bourgois's “remarkable” description, yet ultimately dismisses Bourgois' own analysis as overly
structural and abstract. The book, he says, is “irritatingly didactic, especially in those numerous instances
when Mr. Bourgois, rather than cope with the shocking nature of his material, simply veers off into an
abstract, politically correct jargon identifying ”class exploitation, racial discrimination and, of course, sexist
oppression' as the underlying causes of everything.” (Bernstein 1997)
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when the category swells to include groups less distorted in the public eye by stigma and
suspicion. Yet whether we are struggling to shape new progressive efforts or to put stronger
brakes on the demolition of existing social safety nets, we must comprehend and connect
with those for whom we claim to speak, their conditions, their strategies of self-
preservation, and their own narratives and interpretations. This means not only exploring
the manifest ways that the experience of exclusion and punitive warehousing can produce
degradation and despair, but also understanding how people rebuild self-respect and
community, whether through radical social movements, religious revival, or resonant minor
efforts like the “new hobo” project.
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